
$1000: The New Price Of Freedom🎉

Hi, my name is Tomas, I am a 30-year old professional forex trader from
Lithuania. I know, the word “forex” and the title of this book are two big
enough reasons to label me a “scammer” and stop reading right now. But
give me an opportunity to challenge your beliefs, because it can change your
life for good.

The times are very interesting now. I used to work as a web developer in the
past. I’ve seen the world of startups in and out. A bright man or woman
comes up with a world-changing idea, raises a few million bucks, assembles a
team, works 70 hour weeks on their product for a few years and then goes
bust. The reality is that…

Startup owners begin their journey with a dream of becoming rich one
day, but in 90% of cases their hard work goes down the toilet.

On the other hand, the world has also seen people like Dan Peña who started
his business with $820 on hand and exited for $450 million after 8 years. And
this was in the pre-internet and pre-startup era. This gives us a clue that…

To make a lot of money, you don’t need a lot of money.

What Dan Peña lacked was not just money but also belief in conventional
wisdom. According to common sense, it’s impossible to make 55 million
percent return in 8 years. The common wisdom tells you that you should
invest your money safely for 5% annual returns and patiently wait for your
beautiful retirement, right? Wrong!

Let me give you another example. My friend once told me:

I invested into a stocks fund and it’s now down 30%. Obviously it was
bad timing and it will eventually get better.

Really? Bad timing is never a problem. The real problem is that he has NO
CLUE about how the market actually works and how to make money from it!
But the common wisdom says it’s bad timing!



Let me brag a bit:

I made over 80% profit in the last 6 months.

Almost 30% of that came in December alone - a month that scares most of
the traders. Why? Because conventional wisdom says it’s an unpredictable
month! (Do you recognize excuses..?)

But let me tell you: the forex market is VERY predictable when you know what
you’re doing. How do I know?

I was blessed to be trained 1-on-1 by one of the best professional forex
traders in the world. He had 30 years of experience in the markets!

And let me tell you something that can change your life:

To make $1,000,000 in 6 years, you need only $1,000!

No, you don’t need investors, rich dads, brilliant business ideas or luck in the
lottery. You can forget whatever you were doing before. You can quit your
hated job or drop that business that you’re stuck in.

You can literally move to a tropical island, get a simple job as a cleaner to
sustain yourself for the next 6 years and cash out your million dollars after 6
years.

I’m joking a bit about the cleaner part, but I’m also very serious that you can
do whatever you want while you’re on this journey.

And the best part is that if you started with just a bit more - $10,000 - it would
take you just 4 years to make $1,000,000 (50% quicker)!

So what’s the plan exactly? You have probably heard the word before…
compound interest. Take a look at this table:



Month Interest Accrued
Interest

Balance

0 – – $1,000.00

1 $100.00 $100.00 $1,100.00

2 $110.00 $210.00 $1,210.00

3 $121.00 $331.00 $1,331.00

4 $133.10 $464.10 $1,464.10

5 $146.41 $610.51 $1,610.51

6 $161.05 $771.56 $1,771.56

7 $177.16 $948.72 $1,948.72

8 $194.87 $1,143.59 $2,143.59

9 $214.36 $1,357.95 $2,357.95

10 $235.79 $1,593.74 $2,593.74

11 $259.37 $1,853.12 $2,853.12

12 $285.31 $2,138.43 $3,138.43

13 $313.84 $2,452.27 $3,452.27

14 $345.23 $2,797.50 $3,797.50

15 $379.75 $3,177.25 $4,177.25

16 $417.72 $3,594.97 $4,594.97

17 $459.50 $4,054.47 $5,054.47

18 $505.45 $4,559.92 $5,559.92

19 $555.99 $5,115.91 $6,115.91

20 $611.59 $5,727.50 $6,727.50

21 $672.75 $6,400.25 $7,400.25

22 $740.02 $7,140.27 $8,140.27

23 $814.03 $7,954.30 $8,954.30

24 $895.43 $8,849.73 $9,849.73

25 $984.97 $9,834.71 $10,834.71

26 $1,083.47 $10,918.18 $11,918.18

27 $1,191.82 $12,109.99 $13,109.99

28 $1,311.00 $13,420.99 $14,420.99

29 $1,442.10 $14,863.09 $15,863.09

30 $1,586.31 $16,449.40 $17,449.40

31 $1,744.94 $18,194.34 $19,194.34

32 $1,919.43 $20,113.78 $21,113.78

33 $2,111.38 $22,225.15 $23,225.15

34 $2,322.52 $24,547.67 $25,547.67

35 $2,554.77 $27,102.44 $28,102.44

36 $2,810.24 $29,912.68 $30,912.68

37 $3,091.27 $33,003.95 $34,003.95

38 $3,400.39 $36,404.34 $37,404.34

39 $3,740.43 $40,144.78 $41,144.78

40 $4,114.48 $44,259.26 $45,259.26

41 $4,525.93 $48,785.18 $49,785.18

42 $4,978.52 $53,763.70 $54,763.70

43 $5,476.37 $59,240.07 $60,240.07

44 $6,024.01 $65,264.08 $66,264.08

45 $6,626.41 $71,890.48 $72,890.48

46 $7,289.05 $79,179.53 $80,179.53

47 $8,017.95 $87,197.49 $88,197.49

48 $8,819.75 $96,017.23 $97,017.23

49 $9,701.72 $105,718.96 $106,718.96



50 $10,671.90 $116,390.85 $117,390.85

51 $11,739.09 $128,129.94 $129,129.94

52 $12,912.99 $141,042.93 $142,042.93

53 $14,204.29 $155,247.23 $156,247.23

54 $15,624.72 $170,871.95 $171,871.95

55 $17,187.19 $188,059.14 $189,059.14

56 $18,905.91 $206,965.06 $207,965.06

57 $20,796.51 $227,761.56 $228,761.56

58 $22,876.16 $250,637.72 $251,637.72

59 $25,163.77 $275,801.49 $276,801.49

60 $27,680.15 $303,481.64 $304,481.64

61 $30,448.16 $333,929.80 $334,929.80

62 $33,492.98 $367,422.78 $368,422.78

63 $36,842.28 $404,265.06 $405,265.06

64 $40,526.51 $444,791.57 $445,791.57

65 $44,579.16 $489,370.73 $490,370.73

66 $49,037.07 $538,407.80 $539,407.80

67 $53,940.78 $592,348.58 $593,348.58

68 $59,334.86 $651,683.44 $652,683.44

69 $65,268.34 $716,951.78 $717,951.78

70 $71,795.18 $788,746.96 $789,746.96

71 $78,974.70 $867,721.65 $868,721.65

72 $86,872.17 $954,593.82 $955,593.82

73 $95,559.38 $1,050,153.20 $1,051,153.20

You see, I didn’t lie. To be exact, it takes 6 years and 2 weeks to make
$1,000,000 out of $1,000 by compounding your profits at 10% monthly. But
you will ask: “where’s the elephant in the room?”

And I will answer: the elephant is that this chart is a projection. Your real
world results will of course differ. The world of investments is never flat. One
month you will make 5%, another month 15%.

But as long as you’re on the right path it doesn’t really matter if it takes you 5
or 7 years to reach your goal. What’s important is that you will arrive
eventually, and everyone who arrives does it at their own pace and
experiences their own unique journey. Don’t fear it, celebrate it. Unique
stories are more entertaining in commemoration speeches, after all!

I often tell people:

The way you work now will most likely never lead you to financial
success.



How do I know? Just look at the chart again. Does it have anything to do with
your profession? Can this chart think on its own? Can it say: “no, you’re not
suitable for this, my projection won’t work for you”?

No, no, and no. The difference between becoming a millionaire and living
paycheck to paycheck lies in what YOU think about this chart and if you’re
going to put it into action.

It doesn’t matter if you work 70 hour weeks as the CEO of a corporation,
always stressful and never having time to enjoy yourself. Or if you work as a
cleaner on an hourly wage at a suburban motel.

Why? Because people’s expenses usually match their income. CEOs and
cleaners live paycheck to paycheck alike, just on different levels. However, the
truth is that almost everyone in the western world can make $1,000 or
$10,000 relatively quickly and put it into their $1,000,000 growth fund.

That’s why I say that once you embark on your millionaire journey, it doesn’t
matter where you’re going to live and what you’re going to do for the next 4-6
years. If you work in a stressful job that robs you of your life’s freedoms and
if you feel like your life is slipping away while you’re getting older and weaker
and you’re still hoping for that promotion which one day will enable you to
live a more abundant life - think again. Is it actually going to happen, or is it
just an empty hope?

You can actually quit that job and do something that resonates with your soul
more, because you know that after 4-6 years your financial life will be very
different.

If you take that compounding chart seriously, it will become your
reality.

But you will ask: “Where do I get 10% monthly return? My bank doesn’t offer
that!”

That’s true. And I’m here to help. Because I did generate over 10% monthly
returns and I can do it for you too. I have prepared not 1 but 5 offers, so that
even the pickiest of you can find the right fit!



These offers vary in terms of daily time input required (active vs passive) and
also in expected monthly returns. I didn’t go into details because one shoe
cannot fit all - everyone is different.

If you feel that one or two particular offers are of high interest to you, then
let me know about your current situation and what you’d like to achieve and I
will provide you with a personalized plan.

#1 Account management / Capital growth service. Perfect for investors
looking to gain professional exposure to the forex market. Passive, no time
investment needed. On-demand withdrawals and deposits.

#2 Fixed term deposits. Perfect for investors who want guaranteed return
after a fixed term. Secured with my personal promissory note. Passive, no
time investment needed, no direct exposure to the forex market.

#3 Training and mentoring. Perfect for people who want to become
professional forex traders. It is 1-on-1 training during live market conditions
via live screen share call or in a physical meeting. It gives you access to my
mentor as well. Active, 5-10 hours of focused work per day.

#4 Bespoke solution. Perhaps you’d like something different, or a mix of
services described above. Let me know about your current situation and your
financial goals and I will see what kind of customized solution I can provide
to you.

EXTRA: Special offer. You can have a personalized, live, 1-on-1 consultation
with me. Before the call, calculate your average monthly expenses & income
and how much your desired lifestyle is going to cost monthly. I will do my
best to guide you in the right direction and answer all of your questions.

The call lasts up to 1 hour and is delivered over phone/whatsapp/telegram.
This is not a sales call and there’s no obligations. It is a private, personal
conversation between you and me, tailored to your specific needs.

The price of the call is only €500. Click here to schedule your call.

https://meetfox.com/en/e/tomas-vysniauskas?t=2&l=live-1-on-1-consultation


Remember, life is short and you probably have big dreams that require
funding. Or perhaps you just want financial freedom to enjoy life more. But
you will never realize your aspirations if you don’t take your financial matters
into your own hands.

It’s not about the clients, boss or economic situation. It never was!

It’s only about doing the math and having the right knowledge to
execute your plan.

You can reach out to me via:
● Email: tomas@traderwise.me
● Phone: +370 630 90709 (Whatsapp/Telegram available)

You may also find my web resource to be of interest:
● www.traderwise.me

All the best,
Tomas Vyšniauskas (Cherry)

Professional forex trader

Founder of TraderWise

mailto:tomas@traderwise.me
http://www.traderwise.me

